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The Pillow Factory® Division of Encompass Group, LLC Announces RevolutionaryCARE™
Reusable Pillows
McDonough, GA–(2015)–Encompass Group, LLC, announces RevolutionaryCARE Reusable Pillows,
a new alternative for hospital patients and extended care residents. The Pillow Factory division of
Encompass Group is the market leader in healthcare pillows.
“The RevolutionaryCARE pillow will revolutionize patient and resident comfort expectations, enhancing
their healthcare experience,” said Encompass Director of Marketing for The Pillow Factory, Michelle
Daniels.
This soft and supple reusable pillow delivers optimal comfort while providing exceptional value and
longevity. With quick loft recovery, an amazing feel, and unique barrier performance, this pillow will
provide all of the memory, without the foam. A distinct breathing strip is available where additional
breathability is required.
RevolutionaryCARE Pillows are made in the U.S.A, and engineered to support ease in cleaning and
care. “By offering patients and residents the experience of a soft, pliable, fluid resistant pillow it
exemplifies the Encompass vision of, ‘Every patient, resident, caregiver, and family member should
feel Safe and Comfortable in today’s healthcare environment’,” said Daniels.
Every Pillow Factory pillow is ‘green’: The Pillow Factory manufactures high-quality pillows in the United
States in environmentally-responsible, zero-emission facilities that are pollution-free and have a small
environmental footprint. Pillows are compressed to maximize the number of pillows shipped in corrugated
boxes, thereby reducing packaging waste. Strategically placed regional manufacturing facilities reduce
transportation requirements, minimizing fuel usage, diesel pollution, and other associated environmental
costs.
Samples are available on request. Contact Michelle Daniels, Director of Marketing,
770-626-2061, michelle.daniels@encompassgroup.net
About Encompass Group
Encompass is one of the world’s leading manufacturers and marketers of reusable textiles, professional
apparel, and disposable and single use medical products. Encompass believes that every patient, resident,
caregiver, and family member should feel Safe and Comfortable in today’s healthcare environments.
The way Encompass enhances the healthcare experience is by developing innovative products that are
reliably delivered and cost effective for all providers.
Encompass is a privately held company headquartered in McDonough, Georgia. Markets served
include Acute Care, Long-Term Care/Senior Care, Retail Health Care Apparel, Hospitality, and
Government Operations.
For more information, please visit www.encompassgroup.net, email info@encompassgroup.net,
or call at (800) 284-4540.
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